
Syllabus: Computational Optimization
ORI 397

You can find course materials, including this syllabus and a class calendar on:

http://neddimitrov.org/teaching/201404CO.html

Instructor: Ned Dimitrov ned@austin.utexas.edu

Lectures: Tuesday and Thursday 3:30pm to 5:00pm in ETC 5.132

Office Hours: Tuesday 1-2pm and Thursday 2-3pm in ETC 5.118 

E-mail policy:  Feel free to send administrative concerns or questions.  Ask questions on 

class material using canvas, during office hours, in class, or email to schedule an appointment.

Course Objectives:

1) To practice implementing advanced optimization algorithms.

2) To become comfortable designing computationally efficient programs for optimization.

Prerequisites:  

1) An Introduction to Programming class.  At a minimum should be familiar with loops, 

conditionals, basic data structures, organizing code into functions, and big-Oh notation. 

Knowing object oriented programming would make you highly prepared.

2) Optimization or Algorithms classes.  At a minimum, you should have taken at least one of

Linear Programming, Algorithms, or Networks class.  You are highly prepared if you 

have taken one or two of the following classes as well: Convex, Dynamic, Integer, and 

Mixed Integer Programming; Markov Decision Processes; Stochastic Optimization; 

Advanced Mathematical Programming.

Course Content:

This class is based around several programming assignments, where completing the 

assignment is the main method of learning and achieving the course objectives.  There 

are three primary resources to help you complete these assignments: 

1) In class, we will do small demos of the tools you need to complete the assignment.  The 

demos will introduce you to key ways of thinking, organizing, and coding.  In the later 

class sessions, we will also discuss the advanced optimization algorithms in some detail,

so that we understand them well enough to program them.

http://neddimitrov.org/teaching/201404CO.html
mailto:ned@austin.utexas.edu


2) There are many websites available that show examples of how to use the tools we 

introduce in class.  I will provide you with links the websites that I find useful, and I 

encourage you to search for some yourself.  Much of your time will be spent reading, 

playing with, and editing the examples you find online to complete the assignments.  

Most of the learning will happen while you do this, as opposed to in-class.

3) Once we begin addressing more sophisticated optimization algorithms, I will post links to

the papers introducing those algorithms on the class website.  The papers are useful in 

understanding both how the algorithms work, and why they work.  We will discuss the 

algorithm in class, but not in the full detail that the papers provide.

Assignments and Evaluation:  There are three types of evaluated assignments for the course:

1. Homework assignments (  40  % total)  :  The course is centered around a number of 

programming assignments.  Typically, you will have between 1 and 2 weeks to 

complete an assignment.

  

I encourage you to discuss the assignments with your classmates!  Learning is 

both more fun, and more effective when we work in groups. If you see someone 

struggling, please help them out!  The main thing I ask is that working with your 

classmates be a learning experience.  In other words, never copy someone's 

code, or give your code to someone... instead discuss how to code or debug with 

them, only after you've expended a good amount of effort yourself.  In the end, 

after discussing with your classmates, code the assignment yourself.  We can only

achieve the course objectives if all of you feel a level of comfort creating these 

sophisticated programs at the end of the course.

All of us have complex life schedules outside of this class.  Because of this, you 

can turn in one assignment up to two weeks late without penalty.  Other than that, 

there will be no late homework accepted, to keep us all on track.

2. Exams (2 x   15  %):   There will be 2 exams for the course.  The exams will be 

programming assignments, either in-class or very short time line.  These are just 

meant to test whether you have the level of comfort and expertise creating 

programs that is the goal of the class.  Exams are intended to be completed 

entirely on your own.



3. Project (3  0  %):    The final assignment for the course is one small-group project. 

The idea for the project is to give you something open-ended, that you can 

double-count for multiple things.  In other words, I hope that you will find a topic 

that both fits the class and is useful for your thesis, or a paper, or a company you 

are starting, or a future internship etc.

Class Schedule:

Aug 28:  First day of class

Oct 2:  First exam

Nov 6: Second exam

Nov 18:  Project presentations

Dec 4:  Final class day

Things you can do to be successful:

1. Communicate with me when you are lost, don't understand, or think we should spend 

more class time on some difficult concept.

2. Help and seek help from your classmates.  Create a group learning environment—we 

are all in this together and have the same goal.

3. Expect to do the majority of your learning outside of class time.  This class involves a lot 

of you coding because that's the only way to gain the ability to do that!

List of concepts we will learn:

python – basic data types, objects, code organization

scipy – scientific computing and efficient matrix operations

matplotlib – programmatic plotting, creating custom plots, creating geographic plots

pandas – loading, searching, manipulating medium sized data sets

ipython – debugging, and parallel computing

advanced algorithms – (this list may change) hit and run sampling for convex sets, 

constraint sampling optimization, row and column generation, others...

Additional Administrative Notes:
The University of Texas at Austin provides upon request appropriate academic adjustments for 

qualified students with disabilities. For more information, contact the Office of the Dean of Students at 

471-5017.

See http://www.utexas.edu/ogs/student_services/academic_policies/add_drop.html for the

policy on adding and dropping a course.

A Course-Instructor Survey from UT’s Division of Instructional Innovation and Assessment will be

administered near the end of the semester.


